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vision
We imagine a healthy prosperous world 
in which societies are forever committed 
to caring for and valuing nature for the 
long-term benefit of people and all life 

on Earth.

mission
Building upon a strong foundation of 

science, partnership and field 
demonstration, CI empowers societies 
to responsibly and sustainably care for 
nature for the well-being of humanity.



CI has field offices in over 40 countries 
spanning four continents.  

Our staff of nearly 1000 employees is supported 
by a network of over 1,200 local partners 

around the globe.

about CI



• Corporate Environmental 
Leadership Strategies

• Forest Carbon Markets

• Agricultural Markets

• Conservation Tools for 
Business

• Corporate Marketing and 
Communications

• Corporate Conservation 
Partnerships

engaging the
private sector

Center for 
Environmental 
Leadership in 
Business



5 years ago, who would have thought…

• Fortune 100 companies would be asking the 
US government to regulate their CO2 
emissions.

• A billionaire oil & gas tycoon from Texas would 
be promoting wind energy for our nation’s 
energy future.

• Wal-Mart would be considered at the forefront 
of corporate sustainability.

Corporate Environmental Sustainability:
An Evolving Concept



… and tackling these in a comprehensive way

Leadership is understanding the causes of climate change…

A Portfolio Approach to Energy and Climate Change

Energy Efficiency
& Green Power

Transport Choices 
& Renewable Fuels

Forest Carbon
Offsets

energy deforestationtransportation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Major CO2 emissions sources Electricity and heat 25%  /  Transportation 13% / Tropical Deforestation 20%Corp actions: (1) Energy  Aggressively pursue energy efficiency; (2) Transportation  Smart fuel and transport choices; (3) Tropical Deforestation  Invest in multi-benefit forest carbon offsets	



Forest Carbon Offsets

• Prevent carbon emissions from going into the atmosphere or remove carbon 
from the atmosphere

• Addresses one of leading causes of climate change

• Highly cost-effective option

• Satisfy multiple CSR objectives with single investment—poverty alleviation 
and sustainable development, watershed protection, ecosystem 
conservation, and carbon sequestration

• Present companies with compelling stories to tell

• Builds goodwill in emerging markets and positions company as “socially 
responsible global actor”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experience in advance of regulation  + Lower compliance costs in regulated marketsMeet multiple corporate objectives (climate, supporting communities, sust devel, biod)Early actors & differentiate  Demonstrate leadership (+ set emerging rules of game)Enhance reputation and build brand capital & goodwill (compelling message – multiple-benefits (social & environ)Strengthen govt relations (local govts are very supportive of activities that bring sust devel benefits + Seat at policy table  regulators seek input from progressive biz leaders)



Marriott
• Reduce fuel and water consumption by 

25 percent per room in 10 years.
• Install solar power in 40 hotels by 2017.
• Source greener products from top 40 

vendors in $10 billion supply chain.
• Design and construct new hotels 

according to LEED standards.
• Educate and inspire employees and 

guests to support the environment 
through their everyday actions.

• Invest in forest carbon to protect 1.4 
million acre (589,000 hectares) reserve 
in Brazil.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
$2m to Amazonas Sustainable Foundation1.4 million acres threatened Rio Juma rainforestValidated with Climate, Community & Biodiversity Standards, and will apply Voluntary Carbon Standard for carbon accountingOffsets to be offered to Marriott guests and meeting planners for hotel stays (through contributing to this rainforest fund)Interest from suppliers (e.g., PepsiCo) to participate in Marriott offset projectWater, Waste and Energy – reduce fuel and water consumption by 25 percent per available room over the next 10 years, and install solar power at up to 40 hotels by 2017. Expand existing “reduce, reuse, recycle” programs already in place at 90 percent of hotels to consistently include guest and meeting rooms. Supply Chain – Engage company’s top 40 vendors to supply price-neutral greener products in its $10 billion supply chain. Other items under consideration include compostable key cards, recyclable carpet, and more responsibly packaged soaps and shampoos.Green Buildings – Updating Marriott design guidelines in line with the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) standards by the end of 2009. Employee and Guest Engagement – Educate and inspire employees and guests to support the environment through their everyday actions at home, while at work and on travel. The company is introducing a “green meeting” with its major meeting planners this May.
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http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.yolocolorhouse.com/images/pic_maude_lrg.jpg&imgrefurl=http://livemodern.com/greenblogs/f5276db88bb827953ef1279f121385a6&h=600&w=864&sz=40&hl=en&start=9&usg=__JuGBT_C2zSb7ApSlZR6u05NeyuI=&tbnid=jvM_pvcnmpHd4M:&tbnh=101&tbnw=145&prev=/images?q=Low+VOC+paint&gbv=2&hl=en


Long-term environmental goals:

• Zero waste 

• Zero net direct greenhouse gas emissions from 
fuels 

• Reduce indirect greenhouse gas emissions 
from electricity consumption 

• Net positive impact on ecosystems 

• Minimize water use 

• Minimize product footprint 

• Inform, empower and activate positive action 
for the environment 

Disney



FIJI Water • Go “Carbon Negative” in 2008 and 
cover 120% of the emissions that cannot 
be reduced directly.

• Reduce 25% CO2 emissions associated 
with the company’s operations through 
energy efficiency measures.

• Source 50% of energy used in the 
production process from renewable 
sources.

• Protect the Sovi Basin watershed and 
invest in carbon offsets generated from 
restoration on degraded lands in Fiji.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project also provides livelihood opportunities for local residentsPlantings will include sandalwood (an endangered species) and mango, which can be harvested and sold for incomeSupplementary fuelwood plantations will also be provided



5 years from now, what 
will be considered 

leadership in corporate 
environmental 
sustainability?



Thank you

Marielle Canter Weikel

Senior Manager, Corporate 
Environmental Leadership Strategies
mcanter@conservation.org
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